1.1 Preface

Theoretically-inspired design of chromophores with exceptional molecular first hyperpolarizability and nanoscopically-engineered to control intermolecular electrostatic interactions for enhanced acentric chromophore order has produced dramatic improvements in electro-optic activity to values more than 15 times the best inorganic material, crystalline lithium niobate. The large electro-optic coefficients of solution-processed organic electro-optic materials permit drive voltages in devices to be reduced to values of less than 1 volt. Such voltages are critical to the realization of gain in radiofrequency-microwave-millimeter/photonic applications (amplification electrical signals in the electrical-optical-electrical signal transduction process). Organic electro-optic materials afford a number of other advantages including exceptional bandwidth (> 100 GHz), low temperature solution (spin casting) and melt (nano-imprint and soft lithography) processing of thin film devices, adaptability to production of conformal and flexible device structures, and compatibility with a diverse array of materials and material technologies including silicon photonics. This last advantage has permitted integration of organic electro-optic materials with silicon photonic circuitry resulting in low power, high bandwidth electro-optic modulation, optical rectification, and all-optical modulation. The last two phenomena relate to the concentration of optical power in the reduced dimensions of silicon photonic circuitry. Another recently demonstrated advantage of organic electro-optic materials relates to terahertz applications, where the combination of the large electro-optic coefficients and absence of attenuation by phonon modes permits development of highly efficient and broad bandwidth terahertz sources and detectors.

This chapter focuses on introducing the reader to critical concepts in the design of organic electro-optic materials and the integration of these materials into new device platforms that promise a new generation of applications for electro-optic technology. Advances in quantum and statistical mechanical numerical methods have facilitated the design of improved materials. The focus of this chapter will not be on the mathematical details of such calculations but rather to understand the definition of critical structure/function relationships derivative from these calculations. The objective is to demonstrate clear paradigms for further improvement of electro-optic activity.

In the course of the discussion, a new class of organic electroactive materials, binary chromophore organic glasses (BCOGs), will be introduced. These materials exhibit enhanced electro-optic activity, reduced optical loss, and enhanced stability (both thermal and photochemical) in agreement with the predictions of theory. Such BCOGs permit control of both electronic charge perturbation (relevant to nonlinear optical behavior) and transport (relevant to electronic, photovoltaic, light-emitting, and photorefractive behavior) and as such may have broader relevance to electronic, photonic, and optoelectronic behavior. Electrical conductivity in electro-optic materials is critical to several aspects of electro-optic device performance including bias voltage stability.
This chapter provides a tutorial on intermolecular electrostatic interactions in non-ionic materials, which should be of interest and utility to advanced undergraduate, graduate, and postgraduate students in chemistry, physics, and materials science for understanding a variety of photonic, optoelectronic, and electronic phenomena. The device concepts and material specifications should be of interest to electrical and optical engineers, particularly those focused on “Beyond Moore’s Law” information technology and a variety of technologies ranging from phased array radar to embedded network sensing.
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1.3 Introduction

An often stated advantage of organic materials for nonlinear optics is the virtually limitless ability to improve performance by synthetic modification of both chromophores (individual molecules) and material structures (supramolecular organization of molecules). However, for synthetic improvement of nonlinear optical materials to be accomplished in a timely manner, material design must be driven by a quantitative knowledge of critical structure/function relationships. Quantum and statistical mechanical calculations are required for a “first principles” definition of structure/function relationships
at both the molecular and macroscopic levels. Quantum mechanical calculations are most commonly carried out considering isolated molecules; and properties, such as molecular first hyperpolarizability, are calculated in the long wavelength limit. In contrast, experimental measurement of molecular optical nonlinearity (e.g., molecular first hyperpolarizability) is typically carried out on molecules in dielectric media and at finite measurement (optical) frequencies. Moreover, macroscopic properties have commonly been estimated considering chromophores acting as independent particles (no intermolecular electrostatic interactions). In practice, molecules with substantial hyperpolarizability usually experience strong intermolecular electrostatic interactions that strongly influence the macroscopic order and dielectric permittivity of materials. Thus, meaningful direct correlation of experiment and theory has not been possible in the past, inhibiting the systematic improvement of materials. Here we are interested in understanding the role of such strong intermolecular electrostatic interactions in defining the properties of complex photonic materials and using that knowledge to prepare new materials with dramatically improved properties. Stated in other terms, we are interested in a first principles understanding of optical nonlinearity from molecules to materials.

We are also interested in understanding the role of device structure in defining performance in nonlinear optical applications. In particular, we are interested in resonant device structures, silicon photonics, and sub-\(\lambda\) photonic phenomena. We will demonstrate that organic nonlinear optical materials can be combined with silicon photonic structures, with nanoscale critical dimensions, to achieve dramatically improved performance related to electro-optic modulation, optical rectification, and all-optical modulation.

To make our discussion as concrete and concise as possible, we largely limit our discussion to second order nonlinear optical materials and particularly to dipolar chromophores and electro-optic materials prepared by the electrical poling of dipole chromophores in various material lattices at temperatures near the glass transition temperatures of the materials. Such second order materials are particularly attractive in that they have only two non-zero components for the second order nonlinear optical tensors (e.g., \(r_{33}\) and \(r_{13}\) for the electro-optic tensor relevant to the interaction of optical and radiofrequency fields in a material). For second order optical nonlinearity to be non-zero for such materials, noncentrosymmetric (acentric) symmetry must apply at both the molecular and macroscopic levels. Indeed, the principal element of the electro-optic tensor, \(r_{33}\), can be related to an acentric order parameter, \(<\cos^3 \theta>\) by

\[
r_{33} = \beta(\omega, \varepsilon)N<\cos^3 \theta>\text{constant}(n, \varepsilon)
\]

where \(\beta(\omega, \varepsilon)\) is the molecular first hyperpolarizability (which depends upon optical frequency, \(\omega\), and material dielectric permittivity, \(\varepsilon\)), \(N\) is the chromophore number density (molecules/cc), and \(n\) is the index of refraction. The three angles of the acentric order parameter relate the principle axes of the high frequency optical field, the low frequency radiofrequency field, and the
material electro-optic tensor. In the above equation, chromophore number density and acentric order parameter are not independent; rather, the dependence of \( <\cos^3 \theta> \) on \( N \) is defined by intermolecular electrostatic interactions. Thus, the problem of maximizing \( r_{33} \) can be thought of as a two-fold process of optimizing \( \beta(\omega, \varepsilon) \) and optimizing \( N <\cos^3 \theta> \). Of course, \( \varepsilon \) depends upon \( N \) so the variables of Eq. (1) are quite inter-dependent. Indeed, \( \cos^3 \theta \) can also be influenced by material conductivity which, in turn, can depend in a complex manner on \( N \). Conductivity acts to influence the effective poling field felt by the chromophores. Device performance, e.g., bias voltage drift, can also be influenced by material conductivity. From these comments, the importance of a unified and quantitative understanding of the factors that influence electro-optic activity is evident.

Quantum mechanical calculations, including density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT), have proven useful in predicting trends in linear and nonlinear optical properties.\(^{1-10}\) In the following sections, we focus on understanding dielectric and frequency effects necessary to arrive at an understanding of the absolute values electro-optic coefficients and not just trends.

State-of-the-art organic electro-optic materials are most commonly composed of chromophores with ground state dipole moments between 10-15 Debye. Clearly, strong intermolecular electrostatic interactions will exist among these high dipole moment chromophores at moderate (>2-3 \( \times \) 10\(^{20} \) molecules/cc) chromophore number densities. A number of approximate treatments have been developed for considering intermolecular electrostatic interactions that are comparable to chromophore-poling field interactions and to thermal energies. One approach has been to develop analytical expressions for the potential function describing the effective electrostatic field felt by a reference chromophore from a surrounding ensemble of strongly interacting chromophores.\(^{11-13}\) This leads to a multiplicative attention factor for the acentric order parameter given by \([1 – L(W/kT)^2]\), where \( L \) is the Langevin function, \( W \) is the intermolecular electrostatic interaction energy, and \( kT \) is the thermal energy.

In this approach, we have followed the work of Piekara\(^{14}\) but we have used analytical potential functions with approximations ranging from the point dipole approximation, to a hard object treatment of nuclear repulsive effects, to classic 6-12 potential function treatments. Even our most approximate (point dipole) treatments correctly predict the qualitative variation of electro-optic activity with chromophore number density, namely, that electro-optic activity is predicted and observed to go through a maximum with increasing number density. The maximum in the plot of \( r_{33} \) versus \( N \) is predicted and observed to vary as \( N_{\text{max}} \propto kT/\mu^2 \). Incorporation of the effect of nuclear repulsive interactions into calculations is required to quantitatively predict the behavior of acentric order parameter with number density. More recently, the effect of intermolecular electrostatic interaction on the order of electrically-polied organic materials has been addressed by atomistic Monte Carlo/molecular dynamic\(^{15-17}\) and pseudo-atomistic Monte Carlo\(^{18-21}\) calculations. There is reasonable agreement between various approaches with respect to reproducing trends in the variation of electro-
optic activity with structure and with chromophore number density. The recent research of Robinson and Rommel\textsuperscript{20,21} is particularly enlightening in predicting that spherically-shaped chromophores represent an optimum shape for maximizing the electro-optic activity of chromophore/polymer composite materials. They have considered both “on-lattice” (where a uniform spatial distribution of chromophores is an imposed condition of the calculation) and “off-lattice” (where chromophores are permitted to assume a non-uniform spatial distribution) calculations of the variation of electro-optic activity with number density for different chromophore shapes. Both on-lattice and off-lattice calculations predict that maximum achievable electro-optic activity will increase as the major to minor axis ratio of prolate ellipsoid chromophores is decreased to unity (the case of a sphere). The predictions deriving from on-lattice and off-lattice calculations differ when progressing from spheres to oblate ellipsoids. On-lattice calculations predict oblate ellipsoid shaped chromophores to exhibit larger maximum achievable electro-optic activity than possible with spheres while the converse is true for off-lattice calculations. Unfortunately, synthetic chemists have not, to the present, produced chromophores with wide variation in general shape and particularly have not produced chromophores with oblate ellipsoidal shapes that represent good approximations to the theoretically considered shapes. Thus, a good test of the predictability of on-lattice and off-lattice calculations for oblate chromophores does not exist at this time. The trends observed in going from prolate shapes to spheres appear reasonably well reproduced.

While studies aimed at understanding chromophore/polymer composite materials have provided good insight into optimizing electro-optic activity for these materials, quantitative prediction of electro-optic activity has been elusive due to the influence of medium dielectric permittivity on electro-optic activity and the variation of electro-optic activity with optical frequency (dispersion effects). In this chapter, we will demonstrate how such effects can be rigorously considered. Moreover, we will extend theoretical consideration to materials more complex than simple chromophore/polymer composites. In particular, we will consider multi-chromophore-containing dendrimer materials (where the presence of covalent bonds influence poling-induced order), binary chromophore organic glasses (BCOGs), and complex organic electro-optic materials prepared by optically-assisted poling. Although we have not (at this time) rigorously investigated the latter two classes of materials, we can report preliminary experimental measurements (and some course-grained theoretical calculations) that are highly suggestive concerning routes to optimizing electro-optic activity. Indeed, these preliminary studies have led to electro-optic coefficients (measured at telecommunication wavelengths) as high as 450 pm/V and these measurements suggest route to further substantial improvement of electro-optic activity and auxiliary properties such as optical loss. The chronological improvement of molecular and macroscopic second order optical nonlinearity is shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, data are limited to materials that have been used to fabricate prototype devices. Marks and coworkers\textsuperscript{7} have recently reported “twisted”
chromophores exhibiting even larger values of molecular first hyperpolarizability than the chromophores in the materials of Fig. 1. However, the chromophores of Marks and coworkers have not be incorporated into device relevant materials at the time of this writing. From Fig. 1, it is clear that the rate of improvement of electro-optic activity exceeds that expected from a Moore’s Law plot. Recently, the Defense Advanced Projects Research Agency (DARPA) has launched the supermolecular photonics (MORPH) program. The phase II goal of this program is an electro-optic activity of 600 pm/V (indicated by the star in Fig. 1). The structures of representative electro-optic chromophores are shown in Fig. 2 and the structure of several chromophore-containing dendrimers and polymers are shown in Fig. 3. Binary chromophore organic glasses are formulated by combining a chromophore guest with a chromophore-containing host; several examples are shown in Fig. 3 and will be discussed in this chapter.

1.4 Effects of Dielectric Permittivity and Dispersion

In this section, we demonstrate that DFT methods lead to a quantitative understanding of the dependence of $\beta$ on $\varepsilon$ and $\omega$. As noted above, an obstacle to the quantitative correlation of theory and experiment for molecular first hyperpolarizability, $\beta$, and electro-optic activity, $r_{33}$, is the dependence of the properties on dielectric permittivity, $\varepsilon$, and optical operating frequency, $\omega$. We have recently carried out experimental and theoretical investigations of these dependences. Femtosecond time-resolution, wavelength-agile Hyper Rayleigh Scattering (HRS) measurements$^{22}$ on chromophores in different media were used to investigate the dependence of $\beta$ on $\varepsilon$ and $\omega$. These measurements were complemented by electric field induced second harmonic (EFISH) measurements$^{23,24}$ of the product of chromophore dipole moment, $\mu$, and molecular first hyperpolarizability, $\beta$. Modified Teng-Man ellipsometry$^{25,26}$ and attenuated total reflection (ATR)$^{26,27}$ were used to measure electro-optic coefficients (tensor elements) (see Fig. 4). Measurements of electro-optic coefficients were also carried out in device geometries including Mach Zehnder interferometers and ring microresonators$^{28-31}$. Calculations of $\beta$ were carried out employing DFT or TD-DFT methods. Calculations of acentric order were effected employing pseudo-atomistic Monte Carlo methods. The chromophores and macromolecular materials that are the focus of this chapter are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3. The ability of density functional theory methods to simulate the variation of $\mu\beta$ with $\varepsilon$ is illustrated in Table 1. We have used two DFT approaches (Gaussian B3LYP/3-21g*PCM and Dmol using PBE/dnp/Cosmo) to investigate the dependence of $\beta$ on $\varepsilon$. $\beta_{zzz}(\varepsilon)$ is predicted vary linearly with $(\varepsilon - 1)/(\varepsilon + 2.5)$ in contrast to the predicted Onsager dependence, $\beta_{zzz}(\varepsilon) \propto (\varepsilon - 1)/(\varepsilon + 2)$. The two DFT methods predict a linear dependence for the variation of dipole moment, $\mu$, with $(\varepsilon - 1)/(\varepsilon + 1)$. A discussion of dielectric permittivity measurements is given in the thesis of Scott Hammond.$^{32}$ DFT calculations also
predict that the dependence of molecular first hyperpolarizability upon measurement frequency, $\omega$, will be different than that predicted by the two-state model (see Fig. 5), namely, that the simple two-level approximation tends to over-estimate $\beta$ values at optical measurement frequencies. Table 1 illustrates how the understanding of the dependence of $\beta$ on $\varepsilon$ and $\omega$ translates to improved correlation of theory and experimental data.

### 1.5 Complex Dendrimer Materials: Effects of Covalent Bonds

Covalent bond potentials have a strong effect on the rotation and spatial organization of chromophores in complex structures such as dendrimers (see Fig. 3). Fully-atomistic MC/MD methods\textsuperscript{15,16} provide an attractive path to consideration the effects of covalent bonds; however, when applied to systems of the complexity of those of Fig. 3, such calculations become difficult to execute in a time and cost effective manner. This dilemma can be circumvented by adapting the course-grained models of our previous work to a “pseudo-atomistic” MC approach.\textsuperscript{18-21} Since $\pi$-conjugation inhibits internal rotation, $\pi$-electron segments can be effectively treated within the United Atom Approximation (see Fig. 6). Quantum mechanics are employed to define the charge distributions over these “United Atom Ellipsoids” in a manner analogous to fully-atomistic methods. Sigma-bonded regions of dendritic and polymeric structures are treated in a fully atomistic manner (Fig. 6); thus, we refer to this computational methodology as a “pseudo-atomistic” approach. The details of the computations are presented elsewhere.\textsuperscript{20,21,33} The focus in this chapter is on the important conclusions derivative from such calculations. An obvious requirement of theory is that it must correctly predict electric field poling behavior and this is, indeed, seen to be the case in Fig. 7, where a linear dependence on poling voltage is predicted. A linear dependence is experimentally observed for the PSLD-33 dendrimer material (Note that the structure of the PSLD-33 dendrimer is the same as the PSLD-41 without the outer Frechet dendrons). Because electro-optic activity ($r_{33}$) increases linearly with electric poling field strength ($E_p$), it is useful to report the variation of $r_{33}/E_p$ with number density, $N$, where each $r_{33}/E_p$ has been obtained by linear least squares fitting of the variation of $r_{33}$ with $E_p$. The results of applying pseudo-atomistic Monte Carlo methods to the two dendrimers (PSLD-33 and PSLD-41) of Figs. 3 and 6 are shown in Fig. 8. Chromophores within these dendrimer materials act as independent particles, i.e., electro-optic activity increases linearly with chromophore number density implying that the acentric order parameter is independent of chromophore concentration. Intra-dendrimer chromophore organization is strongly influenced by covalent bond potentials and acentric order at low concentrations is less than that observed for the same chromophore (an FTC-type chromophore—see Fig. 2) in a polymer such as amorphous polycarbonate (APC). We have used polarized absorption spectroscopy\textsuperscript{34} to independently measure order for the materials of Fig. 8. The results are consistent with the theoretical predictions shown in Fig. 8, i.e., with a $\langle \cos^2 \theta \rangle \sim 0.08-0.12$ depending on poling voltage. Note also that
$r_{33}/E_p = 1.33$ and $<P_2>/E_p = 1.33$ for PSLD-33 indicating the typical agreement between electro-optic and polarized absorption spectroscopy for determining the field dependence of chromophore order. The measured ratio $r_{33}/r_{13} \approx 3$ (from ATR measurements) is also consistent with low acentric order.

Multi-chromophore-containing dendrimers do permit high chromophore loading to be achieved without phase separation or centrosymmetric crystallization. Indeed, the maximum electro-optic activity that can be achieved with these materials exceeds that which can be obtained for the same chromophore in chromophore-polymer composite materials (because the roll-off with increasing $N$ is avoided). However, results to the present do not suggest that multi-chromophore-containing dendrimer materials can yield electro-optic coefficients exceeding the Langevin limit.

Multi-chromophore-containing dendrimers permit the dielectric environment of chromophores to be systematically tuned, which can be used to influence both electro-optic and optical absorption (and index of refraction) properties. When functionalized with cross-linking moieties, dendrimers can lead to more homogeneous cross-linking (and thus reduced light scattering) than polymer materials (where a distribution of void volumes is an inherent problem).

The experimental results and conclusions for these multi-chromophore-containing dendrimers are not general for other dendrimer systems. For example, if length of the flexible spacer between the dendrimer core and the chromophores is increased, then the electro-optic behavior approaches that observed for chromophore/polymer composites. These results emphasize that electro-optic activity in complex nano-structured materials such as dendrimers can be quantitatively predicted from first principles calculations.

For the sake of brevity, we have not discussed the details of the synthesis and characterization of the dendrimers discussed above. The reader is referred elsewhere for this detail.26,35,36

The important conclusion of this section is that the large electro-optic activities observed for multi-chromophore-containing dendrimers do not arise from high acentric order but rather high chromophore number density and enhancement of molecular first hyperpolarizability by the dielectric permittivity of the environment of dendrimer materials. Indeed, the order parameter is quite small suggesting that further substantial enhancement of electro-optic activity can be achieved by increasing acentric order.

In the preceding, we have demonstrated that strong electronic dipolar interactions, strong nuclear repulsive (steric) interactions, and covalent bond potentials (all of which are spatially anisotropic interactions) can be used to influence the assembly and organization of charge transfer chromophores. We have further demonstrated that the resulting order can be quantitatively understood from first principles quantum and statistical mechanical computations.

1.6 BOCGs: Optimizing EO Activity and Optical Transparency
Binary chromophore organic glasses (BCOGs) are a new class of organic electro-optic materials that affords important control of dielectric permittivity and chromophore acentric order. BCOGs permit very high total chromophore concentrations (number densities) to be realized without the consequences of unwanted phase separation problems or dielectric permittivity changing with chromophore concentration. The absence of chromophore-concentration-dependent solvatochromic (bathochromic or “red”) shifts for BCOGs minimizes absorption loss at telecommunication wavelengths. The absence of phase-separation and index of refraction heterogeneity minimizes optical loss due to light scattering. Indeed, BCOGs may ultimately afford a route to “organic crystal engineering” based on solution processed (e.g., spin coated) materials.

A BCOG consists of a “guest” chromophore doped into a chromophore-containing “host” material. One might well expect such doping to lead to greater guest-host compatibility than for doping chromophores into traditional polymer materials such as amorphous polycarbonate (APC) or poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA). This is indeed the case. The free energy of mixing of guest and host components of BCOGs should be more favorable from both enthalpic and entropic considerations. With BCOGs, a polar chromophore guest is dissolved in a polar host in contrast to the traditional composite material, which involves dissolving a polar chromophore guest into a non-polar host. The shapes of both guest and host chromophores can be engineered to control steric interactions and thus control chromophore packing and order.

As shown in Fig. 9 for the case of doping the YLD-124 chromophore into PSLD-41, electro-optic activity is observed to increase rapidly (and linearly) with added guest chromophore concentration. The rate of increase is a factor of 2-3 greater than observed for doping the same guest chromophore into a traditional polymer such as APC. Logically, this increase in electro-optic activity arises from an increase in $\beta(\varepsilon, \omega)$ or $<\cos^3 \theta>$ or a combination of these two effects. To discriminate among these possibilities, we have carried out detailed studies of changes of dielectric permittivity, solvatochromism, and spectral line broadening with guest chromophore doping (number density). The latter two studies involved the use of sophisticated spectral deconvolution techniques for the guest and host chromophores when doping YLD-124 into PSLD-41. Because the conclusions of these studies are dramatically reinforced by the studies reported in the next section involving more first order analysis, we will not discuss spectral deconvolution results here other than to note that essentially no significant solvatochromic shifts or spectral line broadening were observed with increasing guest (YLD-124) chromophore concentration. This is in marked contrast to doping of chromophores into APC as discussed at length by researchers at Lockheed Martin. Moreover, we observed the changes in bulk dielectric permittivity to be too small to account for the observed changes in electro-optic activity although a detailed investigation of such effects is continuing. The details of such measurements and analysis will be discussed elsewhere but the
results are consistent with the lack of solvatochromic shifts discussed in the next section.

The electro-optic behavior observed in Fig. 9 (and for many other BCOG systems\textsuperscript{39-41}) is striking and implies that the acentric order parameter $<\cos^3\theta>$ is either independent of concentration or increases linearly with concentration. Moreover, the rate of increase of electro-optic activity is greater than that predicted from the independent particle approximation and thus intermolecular electrostatic interactions must be acting to enhance poling-induced order if the increases in electro-optic activity are to be assigned to increasing acentric order. We are currently investigating a variety of BCOGs employing the same pseudo-atomistic Monte Carlo approaches discussed in the preceding section. The completion of such studies is critical to a truly meaningful discussion of the various contributing factors to the dramatically improved electro-optic activity observed for BCOGs. However, we have already utilized very coarse-grained MC calculations, based on the earlier mean field work of Prezhdo and coworkers,\textsuperscript{42} to analyze the results presented in Fig. 9. Initial theoretical results are also presented in Fig. 9 and show surprising agreement with the experimental data. These results have been mapped back to fully atomistic MC calculations. The essential conclusions are summarized in the following paragraph.

Theory suggests that specific spatially anisotropic intermolecular electrostatic interactions among guest and host chromophores result in a significant increase in $<\cos^3\theta>$. We have examined snapshot pictures of equilibrium chromophore spatial distributions calculated by Monte Carlo methods. One very favorable interaction between guest and host chromophores involves the chromophore-containing host dendrimer (PSLD-41) forming an umbrella or pyramidal shape and the guest chromophore (YLD-124) approaching from the base of the pyramid along the normal to the base. The donor region of the guest chromophore thus experiences a favorable interaction with the acceptor regions of the host chromophores. The strength of this interaction is many times that of the thermal energy, $kT$. We must immediately note that this is just one of an enormous number of observed interactions and the moderate order observed and calculated cautions against putting too much emphasis on such particularly favorable interactions. Indeed, it might be argued that this is simply a result that is defined by nuclear repulsive interactions or lattice symmetry effects (see Fig. 10). As shown in Fig. 10, reducing the symmetry of the lattice which the chromophore sees from 3-D to 2-D to 1-D is predicted to result in an increase in $<\cos^3\theta>$.

The one example where a specific spatial anisotropic interaction may clearly play a significant role is the case of quadrupolar aromatic-$H\cdots\cdots$aromatic-$F$ quadrupolar dendron interactions reported by Jen and coworkers.\textsuperscript{39,40} In these dendrimer materials, long-range “chiral-like” interactions (orthogonal quadrupolar and dipolar interactions) may enhance noncentrosymmetric order. Such interactions also appear to influence material glass transition temperatures and the stability of poling-induced acentric order. This was the first BCOG to exhibit electro-optic coefficients in excess of 300 pm/V, while also exhibiting
optical loss of less than 2 dB/cm and glass transition temperatures greater than 200°C (when crosslinked).

To test the effect of host lattice order on guest chromophore orientation under a poling field and vice versa, we developed an experiment where the order of the host chromophore could be increased by laser-assisted poling (LAP).43

1.7  BOCGs: Laser-Assisted Poling (LAP)

The disperse red 1 chromophore-containing polymethylmethacrylate polymer host, (DR-1)-co-PMMA, used for Laser-Assisted Poling (LAP) is shown in Fig. 3 and the YLD-124 guest chromophore used in these experiments is shown in both Figs. 2 and 3. The modification of our Teng-Man apparatus for LAP experiments, using a linearly polarized optical field, is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 11 shows a typical experiment demonstrating the dramatic increase in electro-optic activity with LAP. LAP should have little impact on bulk dielectric permittivity but is well-known to increase the order of DR-1.43,44 A comparison of the variation of electro-optic activity with poling voltage is shown in Fig. 12 with and without laser-assisted poling. In Fig. 13, we show the variation of electro-optic activity with YLD-124 concentration with and without laser-assisted poling. Although detailed simulations of this behavior have not yet been completed, there is little doubt that the observed phenomena reflect the influence of guest-host interactions and that LAP provides a systematic way of increasing host chromophore order. More detailed studies should shed greater light on the exact nature of these interactions and on the relationship between guest and host order.

Fig. 14 illustrates another reason for studying the YLD-124/(DR-1)-co-PMMA system. The charge transfer absorption bands of DR-1 and YLD-124 do not overlap so the absence of solvatochromic shifts and spectra line broadening can be directly observed without resorting to spectral deconvolution methods. Enhanced electro-optic activity is observed for BCOGs while at the same time reduced optical loss is observed. This can be explained in terms of the better compatibility between guest and host materials which leads to improved free energy of mixing and thus less phase separation at high chromophore loading. The weak dependence of spectral features on guest chromophore concentration results in reduced contributions to optical loss from both absorption and scattering. Spectral line positions and widths are essentially independent of chromophore concentration for BCOGs. Total material optical loss of 2 dB/cm or less is obtained even for materials with high chromophore loading. For example, the intrinsic thin film optical loss of the AJ415 BCOG (see Fig. 3) is approximately 1.4 dB/cm at 1.55 microns wavelength. Hydrogen vibrational overtone absorptions typically result in optical loss on the order of 1 dB/cm so very little excess loss due to other mechanisms is observed for the AJ415 system.

The LAP YLD-124/(DR1)-co-PMMA materials discussed in the preceding paragraphs are not appropriate for serious device applications because the
material glass transition temperatures are too low. We would need to introduce cross-linking to harden the final material lattice to an acceptable level for device applications. The general principles of lattice hardening will be discussed in a subsequent section of this chapter. While the above system does lead to low optical loss (DR-1 does not make a significant contribution to absorption loss), the electro-optic activity does not exceed that of other BCOGs. The primary reason for this is that the DR-1 chromophore does not make a significant contribution to electro-optic activity even when its acentric order is increased by LAP and interaction with YLD-124 chromophores. Moreover, the aspect ratio of the DR-1 chromophore is not sufficiently large to have an optimum effect on increasing overall order and thus electro-optic activity. Production of practical (for device application) LAP-BCOGs will likely require development of improved LAP host materials that contribute significantly to total electro-optic activity and produce further enhancement of total acentric order. Nevertheless, the current materials contribute significantly to understanding of the effect of guest-host intermolecular electrostatic interactions on electro-optic activity.

LAP BCOG materials may be the most promising route to solution-processed electro-optic materials with exceptional electro-optic activity and desirable auxiliary properties that permit the production of devices with exceptional performance and prerequisite stability. Before we leave this section, let us consider in the most general terms the use of LAP to optimize electro-optic activity. Certain types of chromophores dispersed in media that limit rotational diffusion can be oriented by optical poling. Setting aside the mechanism of the action of the laser field on the chromophore, the effect can be understood through consideration of Le Chatelier’s principle: When a stress is applied to a system, the system adjusts itself so as to relieve the stress. When a laser field illuminates a sample containing a chromophore that is capable of absorbing the light and converting the energy into heat, the system will adjust itself so as to minimize the heating. Since the probability for absorption of energy is proportional to the scalar product, $\mu_{ge}E$, of the transition moment, $\mu_{ge}$, and the applied electric field, E, the system can minimize heating if the molecules reorient so that their transition dipoles are orthogonal to the applied field.

In order for this to lead to a useful ordering of the EO materials, the following five conditions are relevant: (1) The excited state must relax back to the ground state via librational-vibrational motions. In so doing, the inert matrix surrounding the dipole (chromophore) will undergo local heading, thus facilitating rotational (re-orienting) diffusion of the chromophores. While trans-cis isomerization is implicated as the mechanism for conversion of electronic excitation energy into nuclear motions, there may be other types of relaxation mechanisms, e.g., intersystem crossing, that can accomplish the same thing. (2) The angle between the transition dipole and the ground state dipole vectors is a critical parameter. Assuming for the moment that the optical poling is perfect, the orientation of the molecules relative to the optical field could be anywhere. In practice, the orientation of the optical E field should be independently optimized to maximize the desired EO enhancement. The transition dipole is
calculable with quantum methods. (3) The temperature of the matrix should be as cold as possible while allowing the poling to occur. The local heating that results from absorption of a photon with energy of about 2 eV \( \approx 46 \text{ kcal/mol} \) is sufficient to heat about 500 atoms to a temperature on the order of 45 K. By maintaining the temperature of the sample this much below the glass transition temperature of the matrix, the poling efficiency should be maximized. This order of magnitude estimate seems to be reasonable relative to experiments—for systems investigated to date the optimum temperature appears to be approximately 30 K below the glass transition temperature. Once the chromophore has rotated, the matrix must freeze around it so as to obstruct reversion. Optimally, all of the chromophores will have rotated “into the shade” so as to align their transition dipoles orthogonal to the applied optical field, and they will not relax back when the optical field is removed because the matrix is sufficiently rigid to prevent rotational diffusion. Experimentally, the optimum poling temperature is defined by investigation of the temperature and optical power that leads to maximum electro-optic activity using \textit{in situ} monitoring of the experiment (see Fig. 4). (4) The optical poling must be done in the presence of an external static electric field so as to break the symmetry of the applied laser field. (5) Plane polarized light will orient the transition dipoles in a plane orthogonal to the plane of the electric vector (two dimensional Bessel order). If circularly polarized light is used, the transition dipole will be oriented orthogonal to the plane of the rotation (one-dimensional Ising order of the transition dipoles).

1.7 BOCGs: Conductivity Issues

James Grote and coworkers\textsuperscript{45-50} have, for some time, pointed out the critical issue of the relative conductivities (or conversely, resistivities) of electro-optic core and cladding materials for the fabrication of multi-stack (bottom electrode-bottom cladding-EO core-top cladding-top electrode) electro-optic devices. The resistivity of the electro-optic core must be higher than that of the cladding materials if voltage is to be dropped across the core material. If this condition is not met, poling efficiency will be dramatically compromised and drive voltage requirements of devices will be increased.

Under the best of circumstances, this is not an easy requirement to satisfy. The index of the refraction of cladding materials must be less than that of the electro-optic waveguide materials so that light propagating in the electro-optic core material is prevented from interacting with metal electrodes. Such interaction would lead to unacceptable optical loss. The index of refraction condition is easily met due to the presence of \( \pi \)-electron chromophores in the core material. However, these \( \pi \)-electron chromophores can also lead to electrical conductivity under poling conditions and thus it is difficult to simultaneously satisfy relative conductivity and index of refraction requirements of core and cladding materials. Efforts to increase the conductivity of the
cladding materials have also led to cladding materials with increased optical loss. Among the most successful efforts to improve the conductivity of cladding materials without unacceptable side effects is that of Peyghambarian and coworkers working with sol gel glass materials; these researchers has also addressed this issue by exploiting novel device structures.\(^{51-54}\) Another route to dealing with core-cladding issues is to pursue electric field poling and device operation using coplanar electrodes, which has been pioneered by Steier and coworkers.\(^{55}\)

An effort has also been made to address this issue by developing improved transparent metal oxide conducting electrode materials.\(^{56,57}\) However, the conductivity of such electrodes is low compared to gold or copper electrodes and this can result in severe bandwidth limitations for devices as bandwidth is currently defined by the resistivity of drive electrodes. Moreover, the optical loss of transparent metal oxide electrodes has been unacceptably high at telecommunication wavelengths. This, like the development of conducting cladding materials, remains a critical research challenge for realization of high performance electro-optic devices based upon utilization of organic electro-optic core materials.

The problem of conductivity is particularly problematic for BCOG materials and indeed currently limits the performance of these materials, which would be truly spectacular in the absence of this problem. This is illustrated in Figs. 15 and 16 where conductivity is shown to limit poling efficiency by defining the maximum effective electric poling field that can be realized across the electro-optic thin film material. As seen in Fig. 16, the electric field at which “run away” conductivity occurs decreases with increasing chromophore concentration (number density) for BCOG materials. Conductivity in BCOG materials results from variable range charge hopping between chromophores and this can obviously relate to the spatial separation and relative orientation of chromophores. One future way to decrease this unwanted effect for materials with high chromophore number densities may be to sterically protect chromophores with “insulating” substituents. Otherwise, one is faced with working at lower chromophore number densities.

To illustrate the severity of conductivity at the present, it can be noted that electro-optic activity would be doubled in BCOGs if poling fields could be increased to normal values of 120 volts/micron. The problem is even more severe for poling of multi-stack device structures. If this problem could be solved, it is clear that high bandwidth electro-optic devices could be fabricated with operating voltages on the order of 100 millivolts with no further improvements in chromophore molecular first hyperpolarizability.

**1.8 Thermal and Photochemical Stability: Lattice Hardening**

Materials having glass transition temperatures between 100 and 200°C afford many advantages for processing. Not only are such temperatures attractive for
avoiding chromophore decomposition during electric field poling but such temperatures permit use of soft and nano-imprint lithography techniques for the fast and low cost fabrication of complex optical circuitry. However, such relatively “soft” materials are not suitable for producing devices that surpass Telcordia standards (e.g., long term operational stability at 85°C).

To satisfy Telcordia standards for thermal stability, a high glass transition temperature material is required. Typically, this condition has been satisfied by employing a high glass transition temperature host, such as a polyimide or polyquinoline polymer, to fabricate composite materials or by effecting cross-linking of materials subsequent to induction of acentric order by electric field poling. Cross-linking chemistries are also frequently used to harden cladding materials, e.g., UV-curable epoxies are commonly used as cladding materials.

Use of a high glass transition temperature polymer as a host for the preparation of electro-optic composites has a number of drawbacks. The high processing temperatures (200°C and greater) required for such materials can lead to sublimation of chromophores and to chromophore decomposition. Moreover, harsh solvents are often required for spin casting of such materials leading to poor optical quality films and high optical loss.

Lattice hardening subsequent to poling has become an attractive option permitting low temperature processing through spin casting and poling stages and then permitting a high glass transition temperature material to be generated at the end of the poling process. Prior to 2000, most cross-linking protocols focused on condensation reactions (e.g., urethane chemistry) or radical addition reactions. Photo-induced cross-linking chemistries were pursued without much success because of competition of organic electro-optic chromophores and cross-linking initiators for light.

A breakthrough in lattice hardening occurred with the introduction of two cycloaddition reactions: (1) The Diels-Alder/Retro-Diels-Alder reaction involving dienes and dienophiles and (2) the thermally-initiated soft free radical reaction of the fluorovinyl moiety to yield cyclobutyl cross-links. The latter reaction was popularized by Dennis Smith and his colleagues at Dow Chemical and Clemson. Both cycloaddition chemistries are thermally activated. Both approaches have yielded hardened electro-optic materials exhibiting glass transition temperatures on the order of 200°C. The resulting hardened materials meet and surpass Telcordia standards for thermal stability. Such lattice hardening also improves photostability.

An advantage of the Diels-Alder/Retro-Diels-Alder reaction is that processing temperatures and the reversibility of the cycloaddition reaction can be controlled by the choice of diene and dienophile reactants and a number of choices are possible (see Fig. 17). The UV curing of cladding materials in triple stack (lower cladding-EO core-upper cladding) devices can be problematic for electro-optic materials containing cycloaddition precursors. For example, reaction of the radicals from the cladding materials with the anthracene diene can produce anthracenyl radicals that can attack chromophores and disrupt the stoichiometry of the Diels-Alder reaction.
Another problem associated with the use of crosslinkable electro-optic materials arises when poling is carried out through cladding layers. Because the core electro-optic material is not hardened when the upper cladding layer is deposited, the deposition process associated with the upper cladding layer can influence the surface smoothness of the electro-optic core waveguide leading to light scattering and unacceptable optical loss. Moreover, if the glass transition temperatures of the cladding layer is not much higher than the core, the two may inter-diffuse during poling. Several options exist for circumventing this problem including corona poling and lattice hardening followed by cladding layer deposition. Alternatively, electrode (parallel plate or coplanar) poling can be carried and the electro-optic material hardened followed by removal of the electrodes, deposition of the upper cladding layer and the upper electrodes.

When speaking of thermal stability, a distinction should be made between the stability of poling-induced order (which relates to the final glass transition temperature of the material) and the thermochemical stability of molecular components of the electro-optic material. Normally for use in the production of electro-optic materials, chromophores are required to exhibit thermochemical stability greater than 250°C. Thus, the thermal stability of devices usually relates to the glass transition temperature of the electro-optic material, which is on the order of 200°C or somewhat lower.

Photochemical stability is equally as important as thermal stability and organic electro-optic materials must be capable of withstanding power levels used in telecommunications (currently, 10-20 mW) for many years.

1.9 Thermal and Photochemical Stability: Measurement

The modified Teng-Man apparatus of Fig. 4 is very effective for measuring thermal stability since the temporal stability of electro-optic activity can be continuously measured at various elevated temperatures. Thermal stability is also conveniently measured by ramping temperature and observing the temperature at which electro-optic activity is first observed to decrease (see Fig. 18 for an example). Such measurements permit the activation energies for rotational relaxation to be quantitatively defined as discussed elsewhere. Insight into thermal stability can also be obtained by measurements of material glass transition temperature by thermal analysis (differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)) methods and by measurement of the temperature-dependence of conductivity (see Fig. 16), which reflects the temperature at which the lattice first begins to soften. The glass transition temperature measured by DSC is frequently observed to be higher than that measured by Teng-Man or conductivity measurements. This is because the former reflects overall melting while the latter can reflect local melting (molecular motion such as torsional motion). Such glass transitions and pre-transitions are common in complex organic materials such as polymers and lipid bilayer materials. The pre-transition is more relevant to definition of the thermal stability of electro-optic activity as this pre-transition can lead to significant loss of electro-optic activity. With
cross-linked materials it is not uncommon to observe a stepped loss of electro-optic activity in thermal ramping experiments; this observation typically reflects heterogeneity in cross-link density.

Stability studies can also be carried out on devices and recently Ashley, Lindsay, and coworkers have conducted an interesting study of the FTC and CLD chromophores (see Fig. 2) incorporated into APC and polyimide polymer hosts. In their studies, the change of drive voltage (V\text{\pi}) is recorded as a function of time. Their conclusion is that multi-year operational stability is possible with the materials that they studied.

Photochemical stability can also be assessed in device structures but a more useful method appropriate for mechanistic studies is shown in Fig. 19. Some representative results are presented in Table 2. This pump-probe method permits accelerated photo-degradation studies to be conducted using pump powers up to 1 watt. Even at the highest pump power levels, rates of photochemical decay are slow so that single experiments must be conducted over periods of days. Because of long measurement times, care must be exercised to insure that the optical probe power does not influence measurements.

It is generally recognized that the dominant mechanism of photochemical decay in organic electro-optic materials (and other organic electroactive materials) involves singlet oxygen chemistry. No direct bond breaking or two-photon activated processes are observed with currently employed power levels (or even in high pulse power, femtosecond pulse experiments). Stegeman and coworkers have demonstrated most of the critical features of photo-decomposition of organic electro-optic materials including the absence of contributions from multi-photon absorption. They have defined a single photostability figure-of-merit, B/\sigma, where B\textsuperscript{-1} is the probability of photo-decay from the LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) charge transfer state and \sigma is the interband (charge transfer) absorption coefficient. This definition has been used by subsequent researchers although the data analysis of Stegeman and coworkers may have been somewhat overly simplistic with the consequence of over estimating photo-instability. For example, more detailed analyses demonstrate that the decay data cannot be fit with a single exponential (note that two singlet oxygen species, \Delta and \Sigma, may influence decay kinetics as well as slower non-singlet oxygen mechanisms) and that “observer” power in the Stegeman pump-probe experiments may lead to artificially fast decay. Moreover, Stegeman and coworkers failed to carry out measurements at telecommunication wavelengths; this was addressed in subsequent work by researchers at Corning and elsewhere. The Corning group demonstrated that the photostability FOM for a given chromophore structure could vary over four orders of magnitude depending on conditions that influence singlet oxygen chemistry. Even larger variation has been observed by other groups and photostability has been shown to improve with use of small quantities of singlet oxygen quenchers (see Table 2). In addition to pump-probe experiments carried out by Stegeman and coworkers, researchers at Corning, Gunter and coworkers, and Dalton and coworkers, photostability has also been investigated in operating
Mach Zehnder devices by Steier and coworkers and by Ashley and coworkers. Again, in these studies, photo-instability could be attributed to singlet oxygen chemistry with improved photostability being observed for materials and devices where this chemistry was partially inhibited (by partial exclusion of oxygen, i.e., by rudimentary packaging).

In summary, it appears that reasonable photostability can be achieved with appropriate materials modification or with appropriate packaging of devices to minimize the presence of oxygen. In this latter regard, the problems faced with organic electro-optic materials are analogous to those faced with organic light emitting device (OLED) materials. It should be noted that dense crystals such as DAST (4-dimethylamino-N-methyl-4-stibazolium tosylate) exhibit excellent photostability again consistent with the role played by singlet oxygen chemistry in photodecomposition.

When space applications of electro-optic materials are being considered, radiation hardness may be important (depending on how electro-optic devices are packaged and where they are located in satellites). Few studies of the stability of organic electro-optic materials in the presence of high energy radiation have been published but the one published study suggests reasonable stability in the presence of high energy gamma rays and protons.76

2.0 Devices and Applications

A distinct advantage of organic electro-optic materials relative to their crystalline inorganic counterpart is their processability and ability to be integrated with a diverse range of materials. Conformal and flexible devices have been fabricated by lift-off techniques and these devices exhibit excellent retention of performance properties (drive voltage, bias voltage, insertion loss) with repeated and extreme flexing and bending.77

In addition to standard reaction ion etching (RIE)78 and photolithographic techniques,58 devices (e.g., Mach Zehnder modulators and ring microresonators) can be fabricated employing nano-imprint and soft lithography techniques.79,80 Organic electro-optic materials have also been incorporated into silicon photonic devices including ring microresonators31 and Mach Zehnder device structures.81

Three fundamental device structures have been commonly investigated. These include (1) stripline waveguide structures such as Mach Zehnder and birefringent modulators; (2) resonant structures such as ring microresonators, etalons, and (3) prisms including superprism structures. With stripline devices, a critical device performance parameter is the voltage required to effect modulation or switching. For a Mach Zehnder modulator, the parameter is the drive or $V_\pi$ voltage (the voltage required to produce a $\pi$ phase shift in light passing through the device). This is the voltage required to effect optimum transduction of electrical signal information onto an optical carrier as an amplitude modulation. The operational equation is $V_\pi = \frac{\lambda h}{n^3 L \Gamma}$ where $\lambda$ is the operating wavelength, $h$ is the electrode spacing, $L$ is the electrode length, and $\Gamma$ is the modal overlap parameter. If a push-pull Mach Zehnder interferometer structure is employed a
factor of 2 should be added to the denominator of the \( V_\pi \) equation. Because of the dependence of bandwidth on the resistivity of metal electrodes, choice of electrode length will impact both bandwidth and drive voltage. Device length will also influence insertion loss. A more detailed discussion of performance trade-offs with device designs is given elsewhere but if one assumes for typical material and device dimension values \( r_{33} = 300 \text{ pm/V} \), \( h = 8 \text{ microns} \), microwave electrode (gold) loss = 0.75 dB(GHz)^{1/2}/cm, fiber coupling loss = 0.8 dB/facet, material waveguide loss = 2 dB/cm, \( L = 5 \text{ mm} \), then \( V_\pi = 0.75 \text{ V} \), 3 dB bandwidth = 90 GHz, and total insertion loss = 2.6 dB. Clearly, the large electro-optic activity coefficients of organic materials permit superior performance to be realized in each of the critical areas of device performance (drive voltage, bandwidth, insertion loss). Significantly reduced device dimensions also afford advantage, particularly when integrating electro-optic device technology with electronic and photonic circuitry. Drive voltage expressions for other stripline device configurations are discussed elsewhere.

An analogous equation exists for prism and cascaded prism device structures. For such devices, the critical performance parameter is \( \theta = (n)^3 r_{33} (VL/dh) \) where \( L \) and \( h \) are the length and width of the prism or the array of prisms, \( V \) is the voltage applied across an overall thickness \( d \) (or the electrode spacing). In a cascaded prism device, \( L \) is the length of the base of the prism cascade. Again, it can be seen that smaller devices can be used if electro-optic activity is sufficiently high.

For resonant devices, such as ring microresonators and etalons, drive voltage and bandwidth performance cannot be separated. The quality, \( Q \) factor (number of times light transits the resonant structure before being lost) influences both; drive voltage and bandwidth decrease with increasing quality factor. A critical performance factor for resonant devices is the bandwidth/voltage sensitivity factor. The best value for this factor currently obtained with organic electro-optic materials (incorporated into silicon photonic ring microresonators) is approximately 18 GHz/V, which means that the bandpass notch (see Fig. 20) associated with the ring microresonator is tuned by 18 GHz with application of a voltage of 1 volt. To effect optical amplitude modulation employing resonant device structures, the bandpass (notch filter) must be shifted on the order of a full width at half maximum. Enhanced performance is observed for organic electro-optic/silicon photonic ring microresonators relative to all-organic devices due to optical field concentration and reduced electrode spacings. Indeed, optical field intensities are sufficiently great in organic electro-optic material filled 70 nm slots of slotted silicon waveguides that optical rectification is observed with milliwatt and even microwatt input powers. Millivolt electro-optic modulation is possible with such devices and these devices can be used as the fundamental active elements of reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexers/demultiplexor (ROADM) chipscale routing systems.

Another example of an application exploiting optical rectification is terahertz electromagnetic generation and detection. While lithium niobate (device-relevant electro-optic coefficient of 30 pm/V) is the benchmark for...
electro-optic modulation applications, zinc telluride (device-relevant electro-optic coefficient of 4 pm/V) is the benchmark for terahertz technology based on high pulse power, femtosecond pulses. In addition to affording significant advantage associated with greater electro-optic activity, organic materials afford dramatically improved bandwidth (currently, terahertz generation and detection is demonstrated to 12 THz but 30 THz may be possible). The improved bandwidth performance is associated with the absence of loss in specific THz spectral regions associated with the phonon modes of crystalline ZnTe. Organic electro-optic materials also afford more facile phase-matching of optical and THz waves leading to dramatically improved sensitivity. The most serious difficulty currently experienced in using organic electro-optic materials for THz applications is the requirement of fabricating thick (millimeter rather than micron thick) films. If this processing change can be overcome, organic electro-optic materials could facilitate the production of compact THz spectrometers.

Applications of organic electro-optic materials are broad, ranging from optical gyroscopes, to phased array radar, to GHz A/D conversion, to digital signal processors, to acoustic spectrum analyzers to sensors. Sensing applications are receiving increasing attention.

2.1 Summary and Conclusions

Organic electro-optic materials currently exhibit a number of advantages relative to their inorganic counterparts (e.g., lithium niobate, zinc telluride, etc.). These include greater electro-optic activity, faster response time, superior processability facilitating the mass production of sophisticated and highly integrated (including 3-dimensional) circuitry, improved compatibility with a diverse range of materials, and potentially lower cost. Crystalline inorganic electro-optic materials retain advantage with respect to optical loss and stability. Note that these two advantages of inorganic electro-optic materials do not hold for inorganic electro-absorptive materials.

A distinct advantage of organic electro-optic materials is that properties can be further dramatically improved by molecular and supermolecular engineering. For example, it is likely that the hyperpolarizability of chromophores will be further improved, perhaps by more than an order of magnitude. In like manner, the acentric of order of organic electro-optic materials can obviously be further improved and perhaps “crystalline” organic electro-optic materials can be produced by theoretically-inspired design. In this communication, we have presented several paradigms for the improvement of electro-optic activity including the special intermolecular electrostatic interactions of binary chromophore organic glasses, laser-assisted electrically-poled BO CGs, and self-assembly/sequential synthesis of materials in nanoslot silicon waveguides. It is within the realm of possibility that electro-optic coefficients of “purely electronic” organic EO materials can be increased to values competitive with liquid crystalline materials, while retaining the very fast response times and advantages of robust thin solid (hardened) films. Auxiliary properties of organic
electro-optic materials are also likely to be further improved. Optical loss values as low as 0.1-0.2 dB/cm have been observed for “proton-deficient” dendrimer materials exhibiting optical nonlinearity comparable to lithium niobate. The ability to fine-tune diverse properties of organic electro-optic materials should permit the tailoring of materials to specific device application requirements. Obviously, there are upper limits to the improvement of organic electro-optic materials. Even if crystalline materials can be produced by design, thermal stability will likely be limited to temperatures below 300°C.

In addition to commenting on the potential for future dramatic improvements in material performance, it is useful to speculate on the performance likely achievable within the next couple of years. Electro-optic coefficients in the range 500-1000 pm/V (at telecommunication wavelengths) are highly probable for materials exhibiting optical loss of less than 2 dB/cm and exhibiting stability that satisfies Teled ordained standards. Such materials should permit the fabrication of devices with operating voltages on the order of 0.1 volts (and with bandwidths of > 20 GHz). Indeed, Lumera Corporation (Bothell, WA) has already demonstrated modulators with drive voltages of 0.3-0.4 volts and > 20 GHz bandwidths. A strong driver for pushing toward 0.1 volt drive voltages is the potential for realizing gain in RF photonic applications. For resonant devices, bandwidth/sensitivity factors of greater than 20 GHz/V should be obtainable. The bandwidth and sensitivity gains to be realized for optical rectification (terahertz sources and detectors) should be dramatic and should facilitate the development of light-weight, compact terahertz systems including spectrometers. The integration of organic electro-optic materials with silicon photonics appears to be especially attractive affording the concentration of both optical and electric field due to reduced device dimensions. The smaller dimensions of such device structures may permit new processing techniques (layer-by-layer deposition and crosslinking of self-assembling materials) to be effectively implemented.

The importance of organic electro-optic materials does not lie in simple replacement of inorganic electro-optic materials in simple device structures such as Mach Zehnder interferometers but rather in the stimulation of new applications and device concepts. A significant opportunity for organic electro-optic materials is to facilitate the production of highly integrated electronic/photonic platforms (chipscale integration and higher). The integration of organic EO materials with silicon photonics is particularly attractive and provides a route to utilization of the tremendous resource of existing CMOS foundries.

While significant molecular, supramolecular, and device engineering challenges exist, the field of organic electro-optic materials appears to be entering an exciting new era that will likely see dramatic improvement in materials properties and device performance. The lessons learned in electro-optics are likely to be relevant to the engineering of improved properties for other organic electroactive materials and device applications (electronic, photovoltaic, photorefractive, and light emitting).
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**FIGURE CAPTIONS**

Fig. 1. The evolution of electro-optic activity with time for materials used to fabricate prototype devices is shown. The star indicates the DARPA MORPH phase II goal. The rate of increase is greater than that predicted by a Moore’s law plot.

Fig. 2. The structures of some common electro-optic chromophores are shown.

Fig. 3. Representative guest chromophore and chromophore-containing-host materials used to fabricate binary chromophore containing organic glasses are shown.

Fig. 4. Top. (a) A schematic diagram of a Teng-Man apparatus modified for in-situ monitoring of poling and relaxation of poling-induced order and for laser-assisted poling experiments is shown. Bottom. (b) A schematic diagram of an attenuated total reflection (ATR) apparatus for the measurement of all elements of the electro-optic tensor is shown.

Fig. 5. The frequency dependence of molecular first hyperpolarizability, $\beta$, is compared for density functional theory (dark dashed line) and two-level model (light dashed line) calculations.

Fig. 6. (a) The chemical structure of the PSLD-33 dendrimer is shown. (b) The pseudo-atomistic Monte Carlo representation of the PSLD-33 dendrimer is shown.

Fig. 7. Both theory and experiment suggest a linear dependence for the variation of electro-optic activity ($r_{33}$) with poling voltage ($E_p$). Data are shown for the PSLD-33 dendrimer.

Fig. 8. First principles theoretical data (open circles) and experimental data (solid circles) for PSLD-41 and PSLD-33 multi-chromophore-containing dendrimers are shown. Also shown are the experimental data (solid
diamonds) for the same chromophore in APC composite materials. Note that the maximum electro-optic activity for the CF3FTC/APC composite materials occurs at a number density of $2.5 \times 10^{20}$ chromophores/cc; the electro-optic activity decreases at higher loading and phase separation starts to occur. Substantially higher loading is achieved for the multi-chromophore-containing dendrimer materials; the chromophores act as independent particles (note the linear dependence on number density). Also shown in this figure are the Monte Carlo theoretical results for the CF3FTC chromophore treated as a spherical object; this can be considered the optimum electro-optic activity for a single chromophore/polymer composite material.

Fig. 9. Experimental (dark solid circles) electro-optic ($r_{33}/E_p$) data are shown for binary chromophore organic glasses (BCOGs) formed by dissolving the YLD-124 chromophore into the PSLD-41 multi-chromophore-containing dendrimer (see Fig. 3). The course-grained MC calculation results are indicated by the dark solid line. The inset is a cartoon representation of one particularly favorable interaction configuration between the two chromophore components of the BCOG. Also shown in this figure is the experimental data for the neat dendrimers (PSLD-33 and PSLD-41).

Fig. 10. The theoretically-predicted variation of acentric order parameter with poling energy is shown as a function of the symmetry of the lattice in which the chromophore is embedded. Acentric order, and thus electro-optic activity, is predicted to increase in progressing from 3-D (Langevin) to 2-D (Bessel) to 1-D (Ising) symmetry. The straight line is the result predicted for independent particles (chromophores experiencing no intermolecular electrostatic interactions).

Fig. 11. A representative real-time result from a laser-assisted poling experiment is shown. The lower curve represents the temporal behavior of electro-optic activity measured using the Teng-Man apparatus of Fig. 4. The upper curve represents the variation of temperature (heating) with time. Note the dramatic increase in electro-optic activity when the polarized laser field is turned on. Systematic investigation of the dependence of the effect on laser power and temperature has been carried out.

Fig. 12. The variation of electro-optic activity, $r_{33}$, of a YLD-124/(DR1)-co-PMMA BCOG is shown as a function of electric poling voltage with and without laser-assisted poling.

Fig. 13. The variation of electro-optic activity, $r_{33}$, of a YLD-124/(DR1)-co-PMMA BCOG is shown as a function of chromophore number density with (triangles, solid line) and without (squares, dashed line) laser-assisted poling.
Fig. 14. The linear absorption spectra of YLD-124/(DR1)-co-PMMA BCOGs are shown as a function of YLD-124 concentration.

Fig. 15. The variation of current with temperature is shown for a crosslinked BCOG. The on-set of current flow indicates lattice softening and the movement of chromophores. This current flow could be due either to the diffusion of ionic impurities or to the on-set of variable ranging hopping of charge between the chromophores. Materials are typically purified to the point that no further change in current versus temperature curves are observed. Although ionic conductivity cannot be ruled out, it is our strong suspicion that the observed conductivity involves charge hopping among the chromophores.

Fig. 16. The variation of poling profiles with chromophore concentration is shown. The maximum achievable poling voltage is defined by the on-set of conductivity. Note that the rate of change of electro-optic activity with electric poling voltage together with the maximum achievable poling voltage define the maximum achievable electro-optic activity.

Fig. 17. (a) Cycloaddition crosslinking by reaction of a fluorovinyl either moiety to form cyclobutyl crosslinks is depicted. (b) Diels-Alder/Retro Diels Alder crosslinking is shown. (c) Representative diene and dienophiles are shown.

Fig. 18. The variation of electro-optic activity (measured using the in situ Teng Man apparatus of Fig. 4) with thermal ramping is shown. The material shown in this example is an uncrosslinked multi-chromophore-containing dendrimer (similar to the structures shown in Fig. 3 but with different spacer moieties).

Fig. 19. A schematic diagram of the apparatus used to define photostability is shown together with a typical kinetic trace. The experimental data is for a 25% FTC sample in APC.

Fig. 20. A micrograph (top) of a slotted ring resonator is shown together with electro-optic tuning of the bandpass notches (bottom). The middle figure slows the concentration of the optical field in the silicon waveguide slot where the organic electro-optic material is located.
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Table 1

EFISH data for EZ-FTC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>φ</th>
<th>λmax/nm</th>
<th>μβc/10^49 SI (exp.)</th>
<th>μβc/10^44 esu(exp.)</th>
<th>μβc/10^44 esu(theory)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dioxane</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>9291</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloroform</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>27280</td>
<td>8.52</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Representative Photostability Data for FTC and CLD chromophore in APC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>B/σ x10^12 (m^-2)</th>
<th>B/σ x10^13 (m^-2)</th>
<th>B/σ x10^14 (m^-2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLD-1 in APC</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.03</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLD-1 + Bis(dithiobenzil)nickel in APC</td>
<td>8 ± 2</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.7</td>
<td>19 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTC in APC</td>
<td>7.2 ± 0.7</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td>8 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTC + Bis(dithiobenzil)nickel in APC</td>
<td>66 ± 33</td>
<td>9 ± 10</td>
<td>165 ± 136</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>